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In response to the growing demand for safe and well-connected bicycle routes, the
Ministry of Transportation of Ontario and the Ontario Traffic Council retained MMM
Group to produce a brand new publication, entitled ‘Book 18 – Cycling Facilities’, for the
Ontario Traffic Manual (OTM) series. Book 18 is sufficiently detailed to meet the
requirements of planning and engineering professionals. However, its graphical format
makes the document accessible to a wider audience than a traditional technical manual.
Book 18 covers the full range of bike facilities within the road right-of-way, and features
a selection tool to identify the most appropriate facility for each case. It employs the
concept of the ‘Design Domain’ to identify the desired dimensions for each facility while
providing flexibility to accommodate site conditions. Guidance is given on signage and
pavement markings, and cross-sectional figures illustrate each facility. To provide
context, there is a section addressing the common myths surrounding cycling. Parking
and end-of-trip facilities are also discussed, as are good maintenance procedures to
maximize the effectiveness of bike networks.
The Book includes emerging treatments such as ‘crossrides’ that allow cyclists to cross
the roadway without dismounting. Conflict management at transit stops, grade
separations and railway crossings are discussed in detail. Diagrams of typical
intersection layouts demonstrate the application of innovative bicycle-friendly features.
Best practices and key considerations are highlighted throughout.
INTRODUCTION
OTM Book 18 is divided into the following chapters:
•
•
•
•
•

General Information: the purpose of the Manual, bicycle-specific rules of the
road and cycling myths.
Bikeway Network Planning: concepts for a municipal transportation or cycling
master plan and the establishment of a planning framework for cycling.
Bicycle Facility Type Selection: a tool that bridges the gap between route
selection and infrastructure design, incorporating a facility selection process and
context sensitive design considerations.
Bicycle Facility Design: design guidance for on-road and in-boulevard bicycle
facilities, including general geometric considerations, appropriate signage and
pavement markings as well as intersection treatments.
Additional Bicycle Facility Design Applications: covers bicycle priority streets
and traffic calming measures, plus the integration of bicycle facilities at
roundabouts, interchanges, ramp crossings, conflict zones, bridge structures and
railway crossings.

•

Implementation Process: outlines a suggested strategy for implementing a
bicycle network, and is based on best practices from across North America.

The appendices give information on support features such as bicycle parking, end-oftrip facilities and rest areas, as well as emergency and service vehicle access. They
also provide relevant information and strategies for ensuring the safe and efficient
operation of on-road and in-boulevard bicycle facilities that are within the road right-ofway.
CYCLING MYTHS
There are a number of misconceptions regarding safety associated with bicycle
transportation:
Myth #1: Cycling on Sidewalks is Desirable
Cycling should almost never be mixed with pedestrian traffic on sidewalks. The only
exception is for children (typically under the age of 11) who may lack the necessary
skills and cognitive abilities to operate a bike on a roadway with motor vehicle traffic.
Cycling on a sidewalk is strongly discouraged because of the mobility constraints and
varying abilities of pedestrians and cyclists. Cyclists travel at much higher speeds than
pedestrians, yet they cannot change their direction or speed as quickly as a pedestrian
can. There are also numerous fixed objects on or adjacent to a sidewalk around which
cyclists must navigate. These include parking meters, utility poles, sign posts, transit
shelters, benches, trees, fire hydrants and mail boxes. In general, cyclists should have
access to dedicated or bicycle-friendly facilities.
Other conflicts that cyclists encounter while riding on a sidewalk include pedestrians
alighting from buses, exiting stores and emerging from parked cars. Such situations do
not allow enough time for cyclists to avoid a collision. Pedestrians, on the other hand,
can find it difficult to predict the intended direction of an oncoming or overtaking cyclist.
When cyclists use sidewalks to travel in the opposite direction to the adjacent motor
vehicle flow, conflicts occur more frequently at driveways or intersecting streets. This is
because drivers who exit these areas are not looking for cyclists, who travel at higher
speeds than pedestrians. The risks to cyclists are similar to those for raised cycle
tracks, in-boulevard facilities and separated bike lanes. However, they are amplified
since the lack of a formal cycling facility and associated signing makes drivers less likely
to expect cyclists to be crossing.
Finally, sidewalks are typically 1.5 metres wide which is the minimum width of an onstreet bicycle lane. Thus, any manoeuvring by the cyclist to avoid pedestrians, fixed
objects or oncoming cyclists would require them to either stop or leave the sidewalk. In
residential areas, it is common for children to ride their bicycles on sidewalks. This type
of cycling is appropriate, however these sidewalks should not be signed as bicycle
paths or routes.

Myth #2: On-Street Cycling is not Safe
Statistically, off-road facilities have a higher incidence of bicycle collisions with motor
vehicles or pedestrians at cross streets and driveways, particularly in commercial areas,
compared to on-road cycling.
Many off-road facilities have been built with poor sight lines, severely limited recovery
areas and sharp deflections in the alignment at bridges, sometimes with slippery
threshold plates at the abutment. Often there are accumulations of sand, debris and
eroded materials on separated bicycle facilities since they do not get swept as regularly
as on-street bicycle lanes. These frequently lead to incidents which do not involve
another vehicle or cyclist.
It could be argued that the higher risk of collisions on bike paths is offset by the lower
average severity of injuries suffered compared to those associated with on-street
collisions with motor vehicles. This is a complex issue that is beyond the scope of this
manual. However, the blanket statement that “on-street cycling is not safe” should not
be accepted by practitioners. The full range of available facilities should be considered
by the designer, and the most appropriate one should be selected for each particular
site.
Myth #3: Riding Against Traffic is Safer
Riding in the roadway against the flow of traffic is one of the leading causes of cyclist
fatalities, especially among children. Pedestrians are encouraged to walk against the
flow of traffic so that drivers and pedestrians can see each other, but this is not as
effective for cyclists. Motorists are not expecting cyclists to be travelling against the flow
of traffic, particularly at intersections. It is also more difficult for motorists to react in time
and take evasive action because the speed of cyclists is much higher than that of
pedestrians. It is much safer for a cyclist to travel with the flow of traffic and be equipped
with bright clothing, reflectors and lights. A rear-view mirror is recommended; in the
absence of one, cyclists should check over their shoulder to see that it is safe before
commencing a manoeuvre.
Myth #4: Cyclists Can Dismount and Walk as Necessary
It is sometimes necessary for cyclists to dismount their bicycle and walk when the
terrain or cycling conditions are difficult and no alternatives exist. However, the option of
asking cyclists to dismount and walk their bikes should not be relied upon in lieu of
adequately accommodating cyclists through appropriate road design. Being propelled
by muscular power, cyclists more than other vehicle operators will prefer to sustain their
momentum and avoid stopping. Cyclists usually find it difficult to rationalize why
“dismount and walk” restrictions are in place, and conclude that they were a poor,
illogical or arbitrary decision. Thus, if facility designs cause cyclists to make what they
consider to be unnecessary stops, this will increase the likelihood that they will ignore or
disobey traffic controls, which breeds disrespect for these devices.

Myth #5: All Cyclists are the Same
Cyclists come in all shapes and sizes, and have a wide range of ages and skill levels.
Furthermore, utilitarian and recreational cyclists have distinct priorities that result in wide
variations in travel speed, route choice, facility preference and perception of risk.
If bicycle facilities are designed for only one type of cyclist, such facilities may be
underutilized by other cyclist types. For example, utilitarian commuter cyclists travelling
at speed on an active transportation path with high pedestrian volumes may create a
hazard. A bicycle facility on an arterial or major collector road may be considered
hazardous for use by young or inexperienced cyclists. Each age group has its own
characteristics, its own collision patterns, and its own needs.
Myth #6: Multi-use Paths are Acceptable for All Recreational Users
Active transportation paths, often referred to as in-boulevard multi-use paths or trails,
are similar to sidewalks but are wider and designed to accommodate cyclists,
pedestrians and other users in a common off-road shared facility. As a general principle,
there needs to be adequate space for pedestrians and cyclists to safely co-exist where
shared facilities are being proposed. Where space permits, separate pedestrian and
cycling facilities should be considered.
Other active transportation users such as in-line skaters and skateboarders may utilize
multi-use trails depending on the surface type. As a rule, motorized vehicles are
prohibited from off-road multi-use trails; however, snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles
may be permitted on some trail systems.
Providing the same path for horses and bicycles creates an unsatisfactory and possibly
very dangerous mix. Horses startle easily and may change direction suddenly if they
perceive cyclists as a danger. Bicycle facilities and horse trails are also incompatible in
their surface requirements. Bicycles function best on hard surfaces; for horses, soft
surfaces are preferable. As a result, separate equestrian and bicycle facilities should be
provided.
Myth #7: Cyclists do not ride in the Winter Season
Cycling is a viable mode of transportation and recreation year round, including in the
winter season. While cycling volumes decrease from December to March, in many parts
of Ontario large numbers continue to cycle through the winter. This is particularly true of
commuters, who may rely on cycling to travel to and from work since they have no
alternative form of transportation. Participating in cycling activities over the winter also
allows cyclists to continue reaping the health benefits of increased physical activity that
they enjoy the rest of the year.

The main challenge for cyclists in the winter season is unfavourable weather conditions
such as snow and ice, which must be managed to ensure a safe riding experience.
Municipalities without a winter maintenance strategy for cycling infrastructure are
encouraged to develop one. In many jurisdictions, winter maintenance is often
integrated into the operating costs of bike facilities.
In Sweden, where winters are comparable to here in Ontario, winter cyclist volumes can
be more than a third of those recorded during the summer. However, volumes on
bikeways with leftover snow and ice are significantly lower than on those that have been
fully cleared. Maximizing the utilization of cycling infrastructure year-round can minimize
the additional winter demand transferred to other transportation systems, whose
capacity may also be affected by the conditions.
Practitioners should note that bicycle facilities can actually have cost-saving effects. For
example, bike lanes keep heavier motor vehicles away from drainage grates and other
curbside infrastructure. The pavement in that area is particularly vulnerable to damage
that may be exacerbated by the freeze-thaw conditions, and the need for remedial
works is therefore reduced.
BIKEWAY NETWORK PLANNING
The information in this chapter outlines the key concepts when planning, selecting and
designing appropriate bicycle facilities. These concepts include:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle User Characteristics: age, skill and comfort level, trip purpose
(utilitarian, recreational or touring);
Bicycle Operating Requirements: the horizontal and vertical envelope to
accommodate forward movement and manoeuvring space;
Bicycle Facility Types: on-road and in-boulevard facilities, as described below;
and
Route Selection Criteria: access and potential use, connectivity and directness,
physical barriers, attractiveness, safety and comfort, cost, accommodation of
existing and future demand, consistency with local tourism goals and strategies,
bicycle design features to support complete streets, bicycle parking facilities and
information regarding maintenance.

BICYCLE FACILITY TYPE SELECTION
The Manual incorporates an innovative three-step bicycle facility selection process that
provides a consistent framework, is straightforward to apply and uses readily available
data. Throughout OTM Book 18, practitioners are encouraged to design bicycle facilities
within a design domain. This can be viewed as a range of values that a practitioner may
choose for a particular design parameter. Since the process is not prescriptive,
practitioners have the flexibility to consider site-specific physical and operational
characteristics. This is especially important when there are constraints in retrofitting
existing corridors and intersections.

The following considerations are critical to the selection process:
•
•
•

The choice to separate is not simple: facilities that are separated between
intersections may have greater conflict between cyclists and turning vehicles at
driveways and the intersections themselves;
Design criteria need to recognize context: the site-specific characteristics of
each location must be considered; and
The final decision requires professional judgement: practitioners should
evaluate all factors and document their decisions since they may be called on to
justify them.

The first step in the process is the ‘Desirable Bicycle Facility Pre-Selection Nomograph’,
This is illustrated in Figure 1. The nomograph is divided into three types of operating
environment categories:
•
•
•

Shared Roadway (Blue);
Designated Cycling Operating Space (White); and
Separated Facility or Alternate Routes (Red).

Figure 1 – Desirable Bicycle Facility Pre-Selection Nomograph
(refer to OTM Book 18 figure 3.3 for footnotes)

‘Shared Roadways’ have relatively low traffic volumes and low to moderate speeds.
Signed bike routes with standard or wide travelled lanes are examples. These may
include ‘sharrows’ or ‘shared use lane markings’ as shown in the cross-sectional figure
on page 5.
The ‘Designated Cycling Operating Space’ environment involves routes with
moderate to high speeds combined with low traffic volumes, as well as scenarios where
speeds are low and traffic volumes are moderate. Sample bicycle facilities include
paved shoulders or buffered paved shoulders for rural cross-sections. Exclusive bicycle
lanes, separated bicycle lanes or raised cycle tracks may be suitable for urban crosssections.
At sites with high traffic volumes, and routes where moderate to high speeds coincide
with moderate to high traffic volumes, ‘Separated Facilities’ should be considered.
These include in-boulevard facilities, a buffered paved shoulder on a rural road, or a
separated bicycle lane or raised cycle track on an urban road. Practitioners may also
consider ‘Alternate Routes’, however they should take into account the implications in
terms of cyclist access to popular destinations, network connectivity and the spacing of
parallel routes.
The nomograph does not contain precisely defined lines between the three operating
environment categories since there are no absolute thresholds where one particular
facility type is preferred over another. However, the gradual transition in colour on the
nomograph from blue to white to red represents the relative increase in risk to cyclists
as speeds and volumes on a roadway increase. As one progresses into higher levels of
risk, there is a preference to provide the types of bicycle facilities that result in
increasing degrees of separation. Once an operating environment and candidate facility
type is identified, the practitioner should proceed to Step 2 to complete a more detailed
assessment of site-specific conditions.
Although the nomograph provides a guide as to suitable facilities, the type that is
identified may not always be the most appropriate solution for a given situation due to
other design factors. A set of application ‘heuristics’, or knowledge-based rules, have
been developed to aid practitioners in Step 2 of the bicycle facility type selection
process. These heuristics link specific site conditions to appropriate facility types and
supplementary design features.
Heuristics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

85th percentile motor vehicle operating speeds;
Motor vehicle volumes;
Function of street, road or highway;
Vehicle mix;
Collision history;
Available space;
Costs;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anticipated users in terms of skill and trip purpose;
Level of bicycle use;
Function of route within bicycle facility network;
Type of roadway improvement project;
On-street parking; and
Frequency of intersections.

Shared Roadway
Signed Bicycle Route
Signed Routes are typically installed on quiet local or
collector streets where motor vehicle traffic volumes and
speeds are low. In addition to ‘bicycle route’ marker
signs, shared use lane markings (sharrows) may be
applied to guide both motorists and cyclists on their
relative positioning. Where shared lanes are sufficiently
wide for cyclists to ride alongside motorists, sharrows are
applied near the curb, otherwise they are placed in the
centre of the lane. ‘Share the Road’ or ‘Shared Use Lane
Single File’ signage may also be installed.

Designated Cycling Operating Space
Conventional Bicycle Lane
This is a portion of a roadway which has been designated
by pavement markings and signage for the preferential or
exclusive use of cyclists. A bicycle lane is typically located
on urban arterial or collector roadways that have higher
traffic volumes, operating speeds and proportion of
commercial vehicles compared to local urban roadways.
Bicycle lanes should typically be provided on both sides of
two-way streets. On one-way streets, conventional bike
lanes operate in the direction of travel, although contraflow
lanes are also permitted.

Edge Line / Urban Paved Shoulder
Signed-only Bike Routes in urban areas may be
supplemented with edge lines to create urban paved
shoulders. These provide cyclists with operating space
outside the motor vehicle travelled portion of the roadway
without restricting on-street parking. It should be noted that
urban paved shoulders are not an alternative to bicycle lanes
but may be used on roadways where there is a strong, site
specific justification for not implementing conventional bicycle
lanes. Under no circumstances should the edge line be placed
less than 1.2 metres from the face of the curb or, in its
absence, the edge of pavement.

Signed Bicycle Route with Paved Shoulder (Rural)
This is a road with a rural cross section which is signed as
a bike route and also includes a paved shoulder. A paved
shoulder is a portion of a roadway which is contiguous with
the travelled way, and is used to accommodate stopped
vehicles, emergency use, pedestrians and cyclists as well
as for lateral support of the pavement structure.

Separated Facility
Raised Cycle Track
This is a bicycle facility adjacent to but vertically
separated from motor vehicle travel lanes. A raised cycle
track is designated for exclusive use by cyclists, and is
distinct from the sidewalk. A raised cycle track is typically
implemented on high volume urban arterial or collector
roadways with high bicycle volumes. In addition to being
raised, these cycle tracks may be curb separated to the
level of the adjacent sidewalk or an intermediate level
between that and the roadway. Alternatively, a rolled
curb may be used to facilitiate the entry and exit of
cyclists. The raised cycle track may be designed for oneway or two-way travel and are typically used by both
experienced and casual cyclists for utilitarian purposes.

Separated Bicycle Lane
This is a portion of a roadway which has been designated
for the exclusive use of cyclists by signage plus a
physical or marked buffer. This facility type provides
additional spatial or physical separation between
motorists and cyclists. A separated bicycle lane, also
sometimes referred to as a ‘segregated bicycle lane’ may
be separated by a buffer with hatched pavement
markings or by a physical barrier such as a line of
bollards, a median or parked vehicles. Physical
separation restricts the encroachment of motor vehicle
traffic into the separated bicycle lane, and is perceived to
create a more secure and comfortable environment for
cyclists. It may, however, restrict a cyclist’s ability to
manoeuvre into or out of the lane midblock. Where a
roadway allows on-street parking, the separated bicycle
lane may be positioned between the parking lane and the
curb. A separated bicycle lane is typically used for
utilitarian purposes.

In-Boulevard Facility
Separated from motor vehicle traffic by a verge or
boulevard within the roadway right-of-way, these facilities
are typically implemented adjacent to roadways with
higher motor vehicle speeds and volumes along key
cycling corridors. An in-boulevard facility can be
constructed with the bicycle path distinct from the
sidewalk or with a single facility shared by cyclists and
pedestrians.

OTM Book 18 provides guidance as to the desired and minimum facility widths. It also
presents considerations for the practitioner when implementing them.

CROSSRIDES
OTM Book 18 will add a new type of crossing facility to the designer’s toolbox. Unlike
crosswalks, where cyclists must dismount and cross as a pedestrian, crossrides allow
cyclists to ride their bicycle within the crossing without dismounting. Practitioners may
provide a crossing with separate space for cyclists and pedestrians, as shown in Figure
2 below.

Figure 2 - Separate Pedestrian and Cyclist Crossride (Signalized Example)

Alternatively, the option exists to provide a combined crossing, as illustrated in Figure
3, with the cyclist crossing areas on each side of the pedestrian crossing. Where
pedestrian and cyclist volumes are low, a reduced width mixed crossing may be
proposed, with a layout similar to Figure 4. This allows cyclists and pedestrians to mix,
and for each to use the full width of the crossing, although cyclists must yield the rightof-way to pedestrians within the crossing.

Figure 3 - Combined Crossride

Figure 4 - Mixed Crossride

Improving the safety of cyclists and other road users is a key objective for Book 18.
Conflict management at transit stops, interchanges and ramp crossings is discussed in
detail. The Book also gives guidance on design features with safety implications such
as drainage grates, railings and illumination. ‘Dooring’ and other risks to cyclists were
considered in determining the desired width and configuration of facilities. Diagrams of
typical intersection layouts demonstrate the application of innovative bicycle-friendly
features such as queue boxes that protect cyclists and allow them to make left turns in
two stages at busy intersections.
OTM Book 18 is a groundbreaking document for Ontario and will guide practitioners
rolling out the planned expansion of Active Transportation facilities. It will also be a key
resource for bicycle network planning and facility design across North America.
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